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Special thanks to the individuals and organizations who have contributed these materials to the library.

BOOKS


ARTICLES

About Scot Eckley:


By and about Marietta O’Byrne:


By and about Shirley Alexandra Watts:


By and about Andrew Wilson:


General interest:


(recommended books to complement the NHS Symposium speakers and theme)

WEBSITES

Northwest Garden Nursery (Marietta O’Byrne) http://www.northwestgardennursery.com/

Scott Eckley http://www.scoteckley.com/

Shirley Alexandra Watts – Gardens for the Way We Live Now http://www.sawattsdesign.com/

Shirley Alexandra Watts – Mouthings at UC Berkeley Botanical Garden http://nature.berkeley.edu/blogs/news/2011/10/art_and_science_converge_at_bo.php#more